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TERMINAL HAVING AN OPERATING LEVER PIVOTABLY MOUNTED ABOUT A ROTATIONAL AXIS

The invention relates to a terminal comprising:

- at least one bus bar piece and
- at least one clamping spring, which is bent into a U-shape and has a clamping section that points obliquely in the direction of an associated bus bar piece section of the bus bar piece and forms a clamping point for an electric conductor to be connected in order to form a spring clamping connection with a free clamping end and with the bus bar piece section,
- an insulating-material housing, which has at least one conductor introduction opening that leads to an associated spring force clamping connection and extends in a conductor introduction direction, and
- at least one operating lever pivotably mounted about a rotational axis, which operating lever is formed so as to interact with at least one clamping spring by means of an operating section in order to open at least one clamping point of an associated spring force clamping connection when the operating lever is pivoted and which has an operating arm adjacent to the operating section.

JP-2004 319 394 is considered as closest prior art. It discloses a terminal comprising a bus bar keys, a clamping spring being band into a U-shape, an insulating-material housing and an upper pivotably mounted operating lever, wherein a contour for loading the associated clamping spring is present on at least one operation section of a pair of operating sections opposite each other for spring force clamping connection.

DE 299 15 515 U1 discloses a spring clamp for connecting electric conductors to an insulating-material housing which
has a connecting chamber with a clamping spring which interacts with a bus bar piece. An operating element in the form of an eccentric lever is integrated into the insulating-material housing, which eccentric lever is mounted rotatably in the insulating-material housing. The rotational axis of the eccentric lever lies substantially perpendicular above the clamping point.

DE 87 04 494 U1 discloses a terminal with a spring force clamping connection and an operating lever. The operating lever is mounted pivotably behind the clamping point below the clamping spring as seen with its rotational axis in the conductor insertion direction. An operating strap is bent at the free clamping leg end, which operating strap interacts with an operating finger of the operating lever for opening of the spring force clamping connection.

Proceeding from this, the object of the present invention is to create an improved terminal, which has as small a design as possible, with a spring force clamping connection and operating lever which is also improved in terms of the force effect of the operating lever on the terminal.

The object is achieved by the terminal with the features of claim 1.

In the case of a generic terminal of the above-mentioned type, in each case two operating sections opposite each other for accommodating an associated clamping section of the clamping spring of the associated spring force clamping connection are provided for each spring force clamping connection at least partially in the space between the opposite operating sections. A contour for loading the associated clamping spring is present on at least one operating section of a pair of operating sections opposite each other for a spring force clamping connection. The
rotational axis of the operating lever extends transverse to the conductor introduction direction defined by the conductor introduction opening and lies in the space between the plane formed by the bus bar piece section which forms the clamping point and a plane parallel to this, in which the clamping edge of the clamping spring lies when the clamping spring is fully opened by pivoting the operating lever.

As a result of the arrangement of the operating lever with its rotational axis in the conductor introduction opening or in alignment with the conductor introduction opening towards the clamping point, the rotation of the operating lever is carried out in the region of the clamping point or in the space in front of it. This has the advantage that the operating lever can also be received in the insulating-material housing in a manner which saves space and at the same time serves as a wall of the conductor introduction channel for guiding an electric conductor. The operating lever thus replaces a part of the guide wall for an electric conductor of the conductor introduction opening.

Moving the rotational axis into the region of the clamping point or in alignment with the conductor introduction opening which lies in front thereof also has the kinematic advantage that operation of the clamping spring is carried out relatively close to the rotational axis which reduces the lever forces on the insulating-material housing.

The operating lever on both sides advantageously provides a lateral restricting wall for guiding an electric conductor, which is introduced in the conductor introduction direction into a conductor introduction opening, to an associated clamping point. As a result of the operating sections arranged on both sides of a respective spring force clamping connection, a U-shaped operating lever is created
which is rotationally fixed and enables good rotational mounting in the insulating-material housing. The at least one clamping spring is configured as a clamping spring bent in a U-shape, the free clamping section of which points obliquely in the direction of an associated bus bar piece. Direct clamping of an electric conductor is possible without previously opening the clamping spring with the associated operating lever with the help of such a clamping spring which is bent in a U-shape. This is also referred to as the direct connection technique.

The bus bar in the section which forms the clamping point defines, irrespective of any raised sections for a contact edge, a first plane in relation to which a second imaginary plane is formed. This second plane is spaced apart from the plane of the bus bar piece in such a manner that the clamping edge of an open clamping spring contacts this plane. The intermediate space between the planes forms the preferred space in which the rotational axis of the operating lever should be in order to provide a very compact, mechanically stable terminal.

It is particularly advantageous if at least one operating lever plunges into a cut-out of the bus bar piece, which cut-out is made adjacent to a clamping section of the associated bus bar piece. The operating lever then loads, by means of an operating section, an operating lug arranged as seen across the width of an associated clamping spring next to the clamping section of the clamping spring for opening of the clamping spring. It is possible to accommodate the operating lever in a space-saving manner with the help of the cut-out at a side edge of the bus bar piece. As seen across the width of the bus bar piece and the associated clamping spring, an operating lug is then produced on the clamping section of the clamping spring below this cut-out, which operating lug is then loaded by
the operating section of the operating lever during pivoting of the operating lever in order to open the clamping spring. Electric contact of an electric conductor is then carried out adjacent to this cut-out of the bus bar piece or as seen across the width adjacent to the operating lug by the clamping section of the clamping spring and a preferably advanced contact edge of the bus bar piece.

The operating lug is preferably released from the clamping spring, e.g. by free punching or free cutting, and projects obliquely from the clamping section of the clamping spring.

The at least one operating lever preferably has an operating arm which extends in the conductor insertion direction in the closed state of the associated spring force clamping connection. The free end of the operating arm thus ends opposite the conductor insertion opening in the region of the rear side of the terminal. A very compact design of the terminal is thus possible.

It is, however, also conceivable that the at least one operating lever has an operating arm which extends on the underside or the upper side of the terminal in the conductor insertion direction or opposite thereto. In particular, combinations in which operating arms of the operating levers extend alternately in the conductor insertion direction and opposite thereto or extend alternately on the underside and upper side in the same directions or alternately in opposite directions are conceivable for variants of the terminal which have as small a design as possible.

These embodiments are in particular dependent on the concrete combination of spring force terminals and their spatial position to one another.
In one preferred embodiment in this regard, the terminal has at least one pair of spring force terminals which are opposite each other with conductor introduction openings which run towards each other on the mutually opposing front side and rear side of the terminal. In the case of this embodiment, electric conductors can thus be inserted both from the front side and from the rear side of the terminal in opposite conductor introduction directions and are contacted with associated spring force terminals. Each spring force terminal of such a pair with opposite, possibly offset conductor introduction openings has in each case an operating lever with an operating arm, the operating arms of which point in opposite directions from one another.

The operating arms are preferably received in the space between two conductor introduction openings above or below the conductor introduction opening on the upper side or lower side of the terminal in associated recesses of the insulating-material housing.

In the case of this embodiment, it is particularly advantageous if the operating arms of a pair of operating levers are arranged on the same side or alternatively on opposite sides of the terminal.

The invention is explained in greater detail below on the basis of exemplary embodiments with the enclosed drawings. In these drawings:

Figure 1 - shows a perspective sectional partial view of a multi-row terminal as a terminal block;

Figure 2 - shows a perspective representation of an operating lever for the terminal from Figure 1;
Figure 3 - shows a perspective rear side view of the operating lever from Figure 2;

Figure 4 - shows a perspective view of the operating lever from Figures 2 and 3 from below;

Figure 5 - shows a side sectional view of another embodiment of a multi-row terminal in the form of a terminal block with operating levers, which are directed to the rear, in the closing position;

Figure 6 - shows a side sectional view of the terminal from Figure 5 with an operating lever in the open position;

Figure 7 - shows a side view of an operating lever of the terminal from Figures 5 and 6;

Figure 8 - shows an overview of the underside of the operating lever from Figure 7.

Figure 1 thus shows one embodiment of a multi-row terminal 1 in the form of a terminal block. Said terminal 1 has a plurality of spring force clamping connections 3 which lie next to one another and are connected to one another in an electrically conducting manner and of which the left-hand one is visible. It is apparent that a clamping spring 4 is suspended in a bus bar piece 5. Clamping spring 4 is bent in a U-shape so that a clamping section 6 protrudes with a clamping edge at the free end for the formation of a clamping point against bus bar piece section 5a. In the unloaded state without a clamped electric conductor, the clamping edge lies on bus bar piece section 5a.

Each spring force clamping connection 3 provides a clamping point by means of a clamping section 6 formed at the free,
movable end of the clamping spring and in particular by means of the clamping edge at the free end of clamping spring 4 and on bus bar piece section 5a which is opposite clamping section 6. An associated conductor introduction opening 7 is incorporated in the insulating-material housing for each spring force clamping connection 3 for introduction of an electric conductor to the clamping point. Conductor introduction opening 7 has a diameter which is adapted to the largest possible admissible cross section including the insulating-material casing of an electric conductor.

For opening of clamping springs 4, each spring force clamping connection 3a, 3b has an operating lever 8 with an operating section 9 and an operating arm 10 which is adjacent thereto and extends in a longitudinal direction.

Operating levers 8 are shown in the closing position of the clamping points. Operating levers 8 can be pivoted by approximately 90° from the closing position to the open position. To this end, operating levers 8 are arranged with their operating sections 9 and in particular rotational axis D, about which respective operating lever 8 is pivotably mounted in insulating-material housing 2 of the terminal, in the space of associated conductor introduction opening 7 or in conductor introduction direction L to the clamping point in the further extension of conductor introduction opening 7.

It is furthermore apparent that, as seen in the direction of the width of clamping spring 4, next to clamping section 6, in each case one operating lug 11 is released and projects obliquely from clamping section 6. An adapted contour of operating section 9 of associated operating lever 8, during pivoting of operating lever 8 from the closing position to the open position, loads said operating
lug 11 at least partially during the movement process. In this manner, clamping portion 6 of clamping spring 4 is moved away from adjacent bus bar piece section 5a which forms the clamping point in order to open clamping spring 4.

In the case of this embodiment, clamping spring 4 can have operating lugs 11 on both sides of clamping section 6.

It is clear that bus bar piece section 5a, which forms the clamping point, has at its free end a clamping projection 18 by means of which a defined bearing surface, which is reduced in terms of its surface area, for an electric conductor is created. The clamping force of clamping spring 4 is then concentrated via the electric conductor on this clamping surface defined by clamping projection 18 so that the surface pressure is increased in comparison to a planar bearing surface. It is furthermore clear that the free end of bus bar piece portion 5a, which forms the clamping point, is angled obliquely upwards in order to provide a guide for an electric conductor to clamping edge 18.

Bus bar piece section 5a, which forms the clamping point, can optionally (not shown) have a cut-out in the form of a depression laterally adjacent to clamping edge 18, into which depression operating section 9 of operating lever 8 plunges. Across the width of clamping spring 4, operating lug 11 is then released from clamping section 6 of clamping spring 4 below said cut-out 19 and extends in the direction of conductor introduction direction L.

It is clear that the side walls of operating section 9 of operating lever 8 for an electric conductor introduced to the clamping point forms a lateral delimiting wall which is used to guide the electric conductor to the clamping point.
Bus bar pieces 5 of spring force clamping connections 3 arranged as seen in the viewing direction obliquely to the right behind one another can be connected to one another in an electrically conductive manner. However, an embodiment of connecting terminal 1 is also conceivable in which in each case two spring force clamping connections 3 lying next to one another are connected to one another in an electrically conductive manner and two or three pairs of such spring force clamping connections 3 which are connected to one another in an electrically conductive manner are provided. In each case two conductors can be connected in each case to one another for a single-phase voltage supply connection with connections L (phase), N (neutral conductor) and PE (Earth) so that a mains supply terminal is formed.

It is clear that operating levers 8 are arranged in each case next to the clamping points, i.e. next to bus bar piece section 5a and clamping section 6 immediately behind the end of conductor introduction opening 7 formed in insulating-material housing 2. Operating sections 9 of operating levers 8 form a continuation of the wall of respective conductor introduction opening 7 in order to guide an electric conductor to the clamping point. Each operating section 9 interacts with an associated operating lug 11 of clamping spring 4. The rotational axis of operating levers 8 lies below bus bar piece section 5 in the region of the clamping point. The rotational axis extends transverse to the conductor insertion direction which is specified by the direction of extension of conductor introduction opening 7.

It is also clear that operating arms 10 extend counter to conductor insertion direction L and are arranged on the upper side of insulating-material housing 2. The free ends of operating arms 10 lie in the region of the front side.
The free ends of operating arms 10 are spaced apart from the delimiting walls of conductor introduction opening 7 or insulating-material housing 2 in such a manner that they can be gripped and pivoted by hand.

It is furthermore apparent that operating lever 8 is received in recesses of insulating-material housing 2 in order to receive a part of operating arm 10. Operating arm 10 thus extends in the closing position counter to conductor introduction direction L to the respective front side of associated conductor introduction opening 7 of insulating-material housing 2.

An embodiment is optionally also conceivable in which operating arm 10 is rotated by 180° and points in conductor introduction direction L in the closing position.

It is apparent from Figure 1 in particular on the basis of conductor introduction openings 7 shown in the center with adjacent operating lever 8 that an operating lever 8 is provided in the case of the exemplary embodiment in each case for opening two spring force clamping connections 3 which lie next to one another. Alternatively, in each case one operating lever 8 can also be provided for each clamping point.

Figure 2 shows a perspective view of such an operating lever 8 from the front side. It is also clear here that an opening 24 is present in the middle, central region, into which opening 24 a guide wall of the insulating-material housing plunges in order to guide operating lever 8 in insulating-material housing 2 so as to prevent tilting. Opening 24 is surrounded in the upper region by a circumferential collar 25. This serves to strengthen and reinforce operating lever 8.
It is furthermore apparent that operating lever 8 has a swivel pin 22, which serves as a bearing, on both lateral outer ends. Swivel pins 22 are accommodated in corresponding openings in insulating-material housing 2.

It is furthermore apparent that, for each spring force clamping connection 3, in each case two opposite operating sections 9 are provided so that an electric conductor is guided on both sides on said operating sections 9 to the clamping point, once the electric conductor exits from laterally, circumferentially delimited conductor introduction opening 7 to the clamping point out of conductor introduction opening 7.

Opposite operating sections 9 thus serve as a continuation of conductor introduction opening 7.

On opposite side edges of operating arms 10, operating levers 8 can have latching grooves 26 or projecting latching pins in order to lock the operating lever in the closed state with insulating-material housing 2 and prevent unintentional opening of operating levers 8 with reduced force.

Figure 3 shows the operating lever from Figure 2 in the rear side view. Opening 24 embodied as a slot in the center of operating lever 8 is apparent.

Collar 25 which is circumferential on the upper side of operating arm 10 is also apparent, said collar 25 forming a transition into the walls which form operating sections 9 with opening 24 (slot) which is located therebetween.

Figure 4 shows a perspective view of the operating lever from Figures 2 and 3 from the underside. It is clear here that opening 24 is closed again in the lower region. It is
also apparent that the walls which form operating sections 9 form a transition via webs 27 on the underside of operating arm 10 into these in order to reinforce operating arm 10 and prevent rebounding relative to operating sections 9. Operating sections 9 have a contour which is adapted to rotational axis D such that opened operating lever 8 remains self-locking in a top dead center position.

It is furthermore apparent that, in addition to swivel pins 22 in the middle region, a guide surface 22a for mounting is present.

Figure 5 shows a further embodiment of a terminal 1 with a plurality of spring force clamping connections 3 arranged one behind the other in the viewing direction and associated operating levers 8. In the representation, operating lever 8 is shown in the closing position in which the clamping spring 4 of spring force clamping connection 3 is closed.

Figure 6 shows the same operating lever 8 in the open position in which spring force clamping connection 3 is opened.

It is clear that operating lever 8 with its operating sections 9 is arranged immediately behind conductor introduction opening 7 in turn on both sides laterally next to bus bar piece 5 or bus bar piece section 5a which forms the clamping point. Rotational axis D in turn lies in conductor introduction opening 7 or directly behind it and as seen in conductor introduction direction L shortly in front of the clamping point and below bus bar piece section 5a which forms the clamping point. Operating arms 10 of operating levers 8 are directed in conductor introduction direction L away from conductor introduction openings 7 in the direction of the rear side of terminal 1. A very
compact structure of connecting terminal 1 is thus enabled with a simple and reliable operation of spring force clamping connection 3.

It is furthermore apparent that a test opening 28, which is open to clamping spring 4, is provided on the front side of insulating-material housing 2 in the lower region. In this manner, the voltage potential present at the spring force clamping connection can be measured with the help of a test pin introduced into test opening 28.

Figure 7 shows a side view of operating levers 8 of terminal 1 from Figures 5 and 6. It is clear that operating arm 10 protrudes from the operating sections 9 initially obliquely to the left and then in conductor introduction direction L. Transverse piece 10c at the lower free end of operating arm 10 is also apparent.

Self-retention of opened operating lever 8 in a top dead center position can be achieved by a suitable contour of the operating section in accordance with the position of rotational axis D.

Operating sections 9 have, for this purpose, e.g. a nose 30 which is matched to the position of the rotational axis such that opened operating lever 8 remains self-locking in a top dead center position.

Figure 8 shows an overview of the operating arm from Figure 11 from below. Here, the structure of operating arm 10 with two arm sections 10a, 10b and transverse piece 10c which connects arm sections 10a, 10b at the free end is clear.

It is also apparent that swivel pins 22 protrude laterally on the outer sides of operating sections 9, which swivel
pins 22 are mounted in corresponding recesses of insulating-material housing 2 of terminal 1.

It is furthermore apparent that opposite inner sides of operating sections 9 are positioned obliquely towards the free end and have introduction bevels 29 for guiding an electric conductor without interfering edges.

Further variants are conceivable as an alternative to the terminal block shown. This applies in particular to variants of terminals in which as seen over the length of the terminal two spring force clamping connections 3 which lie one behind the other are provided. In order to save installation space, it may be advantageous if operating levers 8 protrude in an alternating manner as seen across the width at the rear side and underside.

A variant is also conceivable in which operating arms 10 protrude in an alternating manner on one hand in the conductor introduction direction and in the case of spring force clamping connection 3 which lies next to it protrude counter to conductor introduction direction L from the rear side or front side.

Yet another variant is conceivable where not only the direction of operating arms 10 change in an alternating manner, but the alignment of the operating levers are also alternating such that they protrude out of the upper side and adjacently out of the underside of insulating-material housing 2 or are received in recesses on the upper side and alternately the lower side.
PATENTKRAV

1. Tilslutningsklemme (1) med:
   - mindst et strømsskinnestykke (5),
   - mindst en U-formet bøjet klemmfjeder (4) med et klemmeafsnit (6), der peger skråt i retning af et tilknyttet strømsskinnestykkeafsnit (5a) af strømsskinnestykket (5) og til dannelse af en fjederkraftklemmetilslutning (3) med en fri klemmeende samt med strømsskinnestykkeafsnittet (5a) danner et klemmested til en elektrisk leder, der skal tilsluttes,
   - et isoleringsmaterialekabinet (2), der mindst har en lederindføringsåbning (7), der fører til en tilknyttet fjederkraftklemmetilslutning (3) og strækker sig i en lederindføringsretning (L), og
   - mindst et om en drejekasse (D) drejeligt lejret betjeningshåndtag (8), der via et betjeningsafsnit (9) er udformet samvirkende med mindst en klemmfjeder (4) til åbning af mindst et klemmested af en tilknyttet fjederkraftklemmetilslutning (3) ved drejning af betjeningshåndtaget (8), og som har en betjeningsarm (10), der støder op til betjeningsafsnittet (9),
   - hvor der til hver fjederkraftklemmetilslutning (3) i hvert tilfælde er tilvejebragt to indbyrdes modsatliggende betjeningsafsnit (9) til optagelse af et tilknyttet klemmeafsnit (6) af klemmfjederen (4) af den tilknyttede fjederkraftklemmetilslutning mindst delvis i rummet mellem de modsatliggende betjeningsafsnit (9),
   - hvor der på mindst et betjeningsafsnit (9) af et par af indbyrdes modsatliggende betjeningsafsnit (9) til
en fjederklemmetilslutning (3) findes en kontur til påvirkning af den tilknyttede klemmefjeder (4), og hvor betjeningshåndtagets (8) drejeakse (D) strækker sig på tværs af lederindføringsretningen (L), der er defineret af lederindføringsåbningen (7) og ligger i rummet mellem det plan, der er opspænt af strømskinnestykkeafsnittet (5a), der danner klemmestedet, og et hermed parallelt plan, i hvilket klemmefjederens (4) klemmekant befinder sig ved det ved drejning af betjeningshåndtaget (8) fuldstændigt åbnete klemmested.

2. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at mindst et betjeningshåndtag (8) dykker ned i en udskæring (19) i strømskinnestykket (5), der er uformet stødende op til et klemmeafsnit af det tilknyttede strømskinnestykke (5a), og med konturen af betjeningsafsnittet (9) påvirker en betjeningslaske (11) til åbning af klemmefjederen (4), der set over bredden af en tilknyttet klemmefjeder (4) er anbragt ved siden af klemmefjederens (4) klemmeafsnit (6).

3. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge krav 1 eller 2, kendetegnet ved, at der findes en betjeningslaske (11) til åbning af klemmefjederen (4), der set over bredden af en tilknyttet klemmefjeder (4) er anbragt ved siden af klemmefjederens (4) klemmeafsnit (6), og denne betjeningslaske (11) er frigjort fra klemmefjederen (4) og rager skråt ud fra klemmefjederens (4) klemmeafsnit (6).

4. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge et af de foregående krav, kendetegnet ved, at det mindst ene betjeningshåndtag (8)
har en betjeningsarm (10), der i lukket tilstand af den
tilknyttede fjederkraftklemmetilslutning (3) strækker sig
modsat for lederindføringsretningen (L).

5. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge et af de foregående krav,
kendetegnet ved, at det mindst ene betjeningshåndtag (8)
har en betjeningsarm (10), der strækker sig på undersiden
eller oversiden af tilslutningsklemmen (1) i lederind-
føringsretning (L) eller modsat herfor.

6. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge et af de foregående krav,
kendetegnet ved, at tilslutningsklemmen (1) har mindst et
par af indbyrdes modsatliggende fjederkrafttilslutnings-
klemmer (3) med mod hinanden løbende lederindføringsåbnin-
ger (7) på tilslutningsklemmens (1) indbyrdes modsatliggen-
de forside og bagside, hvor hver fjederkrafttilslutnings-
klemme (3) af et par i hvert tilfælde har tilknyttet et be-
tjeningshåndtag med en betjeningsarm, hvis betjeningsarme
peger bort fra hinanden i modsatte retninger.

7. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge krav 6, kendetegnet ved,
at betjeningsarmene (10) af et par af betjeningshåndtag (8)
er anbragt på samme side eller på indbyrdes modsatliggende
sider af tilslutningsklemmen (1).

8. Tilslutningsklemme (1) ifølge et af de foregående krav,
kendetegnet ved, at den fremspringende kontur af betje-
ningsafsnittet (9) er afstemt efter drejeakssens (D) positi-
on og klemmejederen (4) således, at det åbnede betjenings-
håndtag (8) forbliver selvholdende i en topdødpunktsposi-
tion.